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Abstract—Data warehouses are an important component 

of decision support systems because they provide adhoc 

access to the data of interest for analysis and decision 

support. Data warehouse are used where data grows to be 

very large overtime and handling such huge amounts of data 

needs special handling different from traditional 

management of data, which does not provide support for 

adhoc access analytics and decision making process. 

Traditional data warehouses have fixed schemas and 

structures that are not able to adapt the changing overtime 

where as active data warehouse is more adaptive to change 

and it update data frequently. In this paper, chronic shifts in 

the data warehousing techniques are discussed from 

traditional to active/real time data warehousing. Different 

frameworks of traditional and active data warehouse are 

reviewed with highlighting the aim of each framework, its 

usefulness and likely drawbacks 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Data warehouse is a large collection of data integrated form 

different homogenous/heterogeneous sources to help 

knowledge workers in analysing the data by providing adhoc 

access from business point of view. Data warehouse design 

and implementation has undergone changes over time making 

it more advanced and which helps managerial decision making 

[1].Traditional data warehouses consist of relational database, 

which do not provide full access to ad hoc queries [35]. 

Organizational needs for information continue to evolve, that 

triggered the era of active data warehouse for decision making 

process. Enterprise application integration becomes an 

important part of business intelligence framework [2]. This 

paper, presents a journey of traditional data warehouse that 

was designed and implemented in the past and how it 

transferred changed to active data warehouse. While during 

the implementation and improvement of data warehouse 

phase, support is required from the end users through the 

information centers which increase satisfaction level of end 

users when dealing with data warehouse environment [3]. 

For each of the techniques discussed in this paper, there is an 

introduction to the significance of that research contribution 

towards traditional or active data warehouse, then generally it 

is explained what was the utilization or drawback of this 

strategy if there is any. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present 

the traditional data warehouse frameworks, Section 3 present 

the active data warehouse frameworks and Section 4 consist of 

the conclusion and future work. 

II. TRADITIONAL DATA WAREHOUSING TECHNIQUES 

Tryfona et al. [7] introduced starER model for the conceptual 

modelling in the data warehouse, which is a combination of 

ER model and data warehouse star structure data. Further this 

model is been evaluated with other conceptual models and 

provide efficient results for complex information and 

semantically starER model is more substantial than the 

dimensional fact schema. Hammer et al. [4]explained how 

data warehouse can help in collecting scientific data, 

maintains history of business, the architecture of project is in 

figure 1. The drawbacks consist of inconsistencies in data and 

data being physically copied from original source. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Golfarelli & Rizzi [5] explained a framework for the data 

warehouse on the principles of dimensional Fact modelling. 
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  Figure 2: Active Data warehouse Cycle 

This methodology of data warehouse design consist of six 

steps in which include analysis and requirement specification 

of information system, conceptual design , refinement and 

finally logical design is converted into physical design. 

Franconi & Sattler [6]describe that database schemata using 

the object oriented and semantic data model. Conceptual 

model is discussed using the aggregated entities and the 

relevant entities making aggregated entities. It also explains 

how data warehouse quality architecture matches with the 

conceptual data model but this framework does not support 

temporal and spatial dimensions.  

Generalized multi-dimensional normal form can give 

conceptual warehouse schema and how operational database 

schema can be converted into the conceptual schema of 

warehouse using the framework designed which follows three 

steps, recognizing the attribute property, graphical way of 

conceptual design and last obtaining generalized multi-

dimensional normal form (GMNF) [8]. Phipps & Davis 

[9]created algorithms, first for converting the OLTP schema 

into the data warehouse conceptual schemas, this algorithm 

was designed for the data model partitioned textual, numeric 

and date/time. Second algorithm consists of the evaluation of 

the conceptual schemas using the user queries. TPC-H 

benchmark is used to illustrate the algorithms. Lechtenbörger 

& Vossen [10]multi-dimensional normal forms are defined 

which tells about the quality of conceptual data warehouse 

schema, three normal forms have been defined from 

generalized multi-dimensional normal form. Rao et al. 

[11]introduced to the process that consist of three steps, use 

spatial indexed tree on the spatial dimensions, algorithm to 

calculate the pre aggregation and finally heuristic query 

method that can improve OLAP query performance. Results 

showed efficient results and prototype system based on this 

method showed feasible solutions. 
 

III. ACTIVE DATA WAREHOUSE 

Thalhammer et al. [12] presented the active data warehouse 

architecture, following a close loopsystem between Data 

warehouse and OLTP system as in Figure 2 below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Bruckner [13] introduces data model concerning time delays 

which include, hyper cube multi-dimensional model and star 

schema based but it does not provide solution for the history 

data.  Data warehouses have built in time consistency support 

which provide better view of history of the organization data 

and this methodology provides time consistent view for 

analysis. Bebel et al.[14]introduced multi version data 

warehouse that is able to handle the changes in the schemas 

which help in dealing with different business scenario. The 

prototype of this system was made in Visual C++ and data, 

whereas oracle was used for storing Meta data. Time integrity 

constraint were used while defining types of versions needed 

and another feature is defining alternative versions of data 

warehouse in multi version data warehouse. Karakasidis [15] 

explained a framework consisting in which ETL activities are 

implemented on the network queue and prediction of the 

performance of the system is evaluated using the queue 

theory. Minimal source and software overhead and smooth 

running of the system are the aim of this framework and 

considering data freshness the results were produced 

satisfactorily. Santos [16] proposed a methodology in which 

techniques such as table structure replication and query 

predicate restrictions used for real time data integration and 

loading without effecting the query execution time and the 

effectiveness of this method is evaluated using the TPC-H 

query workload. The methodology for loading data is given in 

Figure 3: 

 
Thusoo et al. [17] introduce Hive, an open source data 

warehouse built on the Hadoop platform which is a map 

reduce implementation. Query language in Hive allows users 

to use map reduce scripts into queries. It also contains 

schemas and statistics used for query optimization and query 

compilation in Metastore (System Catalogue). Leonardi et al. 

[18] presented the framework for storing the aggregate 

information on trajectories of changing objects and it also 

provide Visual analysis for the OLAP operations. This 

framework deals with the free/constraint objects, and works 

for both temporal and spatial dimensions. The trajectory data 

warehouse and Visual notation provides one to view the 

movement of the objects and analyse them. Salem [19] 

introduced the active XML (AXML) framework for the 

integration of data from different heterogeneous system. 

Active rules are also used to activate integration services and 

finally Frequency XML based tree is represented for the 

mining association rules. Finally a prototype of this 

application is made based on this framework. Boopathy 

Figure 3: Continuous Data Warehousing Loading 

Method 



[20]proposed solution to scheduling of data streams in the data 

warehouse using the Particle Swarm Algorithm(PSO) and this 

framework give separate time for the short jobs and using PSO 

for handling data streams showed improved results in the form 

of reduced staleness. Sumbaly et al. [21] explains how Hadoop 

based stack in LinkedIn is used to extract data and know about 

the insights of the large scale data. It also provides a detail 

view of how data flows from offline system to online system. 

Gupta et al. [22]elaborate about the MESA (cloud based data 

warehouse), which is a geo replicated real time data 

warehouse, it handles the advertisement information of the 

Google and it deals with trillions of rows per day, executing 

operations robustly and providing accurately and scalable 

data. Finally it defines the architecture and report on the 

performance of MESA. Mane [23]explains that near real time 

data warehouses shortens the refreshment time taken by the 

data and Extract-transform-Load (ETL) systems are used to 

help these processes. It also highlights the important data that 

should be refreshed in order to help analyse the activities. 

Chan [24]explains architecture of real time customer 

relationship management system (CRM) and it was made 

using the e-business, Knowledge base system and virtual and 

real time analytics. It also defines the significance of CRM in 

the business analytics. Nath [25]introduced programmable 

semantic ETL framework, to facilitate programmers and then 

evaluation of SETL is carried out by comparing it with the 

traditional tools. Results have shown that SETL showed better 

quality results. Saeed et al. [26] explored the key 

characteristics of different queries with the comparison of 

different accelerator hardware for running on the different data 

warehouses. The findings suggested that multiple integrated 

cheap GPUs perform better than the expensive GPUs for the 

complex queries in data warehousing applications if transfer 

of data is not optimized between devices. 

Cao et al. [27] proposed a framework for the data cube model 

used for the support of systematic spatiotemporal analysis of 

location based social media data. With the help of particular 

data cube, one can summarize, query the spatiotemporal 

distribution, it can also handle location based social media 

dynamics. Johnson [28] developed data stream warehousing 

system named Tidalrace system aimed at network monitoring 

and maintenance application and some of the features like 

support for temporal consistency, partition re-organization. 

Real time loading, deep analytics and long histories are 

provided by the Data stream warehousing. Song [29]indicated 

the three types of the de-duplication in real time data 

warehousing which are de-duplication prior scheduling 

strategy (DPS), ETL Prior scheduling strategy (EPS) Real 

time scheduling strategy (RS) and then a new scheduling 

strategy is derived from ETL scheduling strategy (EPS) named 

Time Triggered scheduling strategy (TTS) and results of the 

proposed strategy proved that it can be efficiently used in real 

time data warehouses. Athanassoulis et al. [30]experimented 

that use of SSDs to cache incoming updates increase the 

support for the updates in the data warehouses. MaSM 

algorithm is used to implement this process and proofs 

regarding the properties of MaSM algorithms are also 

provided which help in providing correct ACID support. 

Whereas results showed that MaSM algorithm query response 

time is same even if the updates are running at the same time. 

Qu et al. [31] proposed method for the maintenance of real 

time snapshot in MVCC data warehouses. The consistency 

models defined proved to provide fair scheduling of the OLAP 

queries and concurrent maintenance flow. The proposed 

model was used on incremental ETL pipeline which enabled 

high query throughput achievement. Average results were 

reached with this approach when   compared to traditional 

near real time ETL maintaining the query consistency. 

Baranowski [32] explains how scale out databases are means 

of solution for the large data warehouses. Hadoop and 

Cloudera Impala engine architectures are discussed and tested 

in this paper. The results showed that Hadoop systems showed 

high throughput for processing and storing large sums of 

information at CERN. HDFS beneath the Impala engine has 

shown better results of the tests and by default this approach is 

fit for many data warehouses as it allow to query data through 

SQL interface. Hogan & Jovanovic [33] explained the results 

of offloading the inactive data from Data warehouse relational 

database management system (RDBMS) to Hadoop 

distributed file system (HDFS). Extract transform and load 

workflows are achieved from the tools for the data offloading 

solution. The results of the experimentation suggested that 

offloading data to Hadoop using the ETL workflows can be 

achieved. Yi et al. [34]proposed private data warehouse 

queries phenomena, which allows client to retrieve cell from 

the data warehouse without notifying it to the data warehouse 

operator so that is operator cannot follow the client queries 

and interest. This is done with the Boneh-Goh-Nissim 

cryptosystem and the results showed that this solution provide 

security to both client and server. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The design and framework of data warehouse evolved with the 

time due to business needs and analytics required. The change 

from traditional data warehouse that consist of static 

requirements to active data warehouse which is dynamic to 

change happened gradually due to industry demand from 

business analytics and other fields. In future, an evaluation 

framework for measuring efficiency of different data 

warehouses should be emphasized. 
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